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Abstract
Digital imagery has become commonplace because the World Wide Web has been grow-
ing rapidly. In order to facilitate global sharing of digital imagery, the goal of this work
is to build a Web-based system, Kuafu, for image annotation and search.
Annotation and search in Kuafu is based on the content of images. In this work,
a cognitive search model is proposed, and the visual and semantic content of images are
distinguished. The cognitive model explains that people begin to search using semantic
content, and find the right picture by judging whether its visual content is a proper
visualization of the semantics given. Kuafu emphasizes semantic content in particular,
but utilizes visual content as well.
Enabling users to query efficiently is a central role of an interface for image retrieval
systems. The disadvantage of the query-by-example paradigm, which is used in most
image retrieval systems today, is that the user has to have examples at hand before
searching. In contrast, the query-by-design paradigm is proposed, where the user is able,
first, to semantically express what s/he wants and, then, gradually specify visual content
as designs. Kuafu supports the query-by-design paradigm.
Kuafu utilizes iconic descriptions similar to those in Media Streams because the
iconic descriptions are good at representing semantics and are also able to represent the
visual content of images. At present, Kuafu is experimentally running on a database of
the American Press photos.
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Chapter 1
A scenario and motivation
Imagine that a little boy at home in France receives a phone call from
his parents, who are traveling on business in the United States. The
parents mention to their son that the foliage in the White Mountains of
New Hampshire is tremendously beautiful. The boy, we can imagine,
will be so impatient to see how beautiful it is that he cannot wait until
his parents come back. He may want to search the Web, which is likely
available to his family (or will be in the near future). However, search
engines like Yahoo and Excite use English keywords that he may not
know. On the other hand, in an icon-based search system, he may
be able to create a semantically structured iconic query which does
not rely on his knowing English, but rather on his understanding the
iconography of the domain of images he wants to find. For example, he
may be able to understand a geographical icon of the USA, an object
icon of trees, and a time icon of fall because these icons are fairly
intuitive and their meanings, in certain categories, are easy to guess.
Therefore, the little boy may be able to find images of fall foliage in the
USA, which other users have already annotated and associated with
the search engine.
In the French boy's scenario above, the user has trouble making good
use of today's search engines (Yahoo, Excite, etc.) that are based on
English keywords. As the internet expands into every corner of the lives
of average people in the world, language barriers are becoming problems
that users of the internet have to face. This problem is serious even in
Europe, where the countries are getting close to having unified markets
and policies and official common languages such as English, German
and French, but where people keep using their original languages in
daily life.
The internet makes it possible for users all over the world to easily
share information. Yet, global sharing of information ought to be less
dependent on any single language. In the French boy's scenario, the
user searches for an image rather than a piece of text. If there were a
service from which digital imagery could be retrieved without the use
of textual information, the language barrier would be avoided.
The goal of this work is to build a Web-based system for both image
annotation and search with icons in order to facilitate global sharing of
digital imagery. The system is called Kuafu, which is the name of the
hero in a Chinese legend. The legend says that Kuafu chased the sun
for ten days and died of thirst.
Chapter 2
A cognitive search model and query paradigms
Keyword-based matching is a basic operation in the process of textual
information retrieval. Unfortunately, images are largely unstructured
raw sensory data. Although the research about extracting visual fea-
tures and high level structures from raw sensory data has been making
progress [6, 23, 24], it is still far away from achieving the automatic an-
notation of images. Therefore, it is important to understand how people
search for images, what kind of image content is significant at differ-
ent steps of the search, and what kind of service would help the users
search in a natural way. This section discusses these issues through the
scenario of searching a family photo album, proposes a cognitive search
model and a new query paradigm, and addresses related work in the
literature.
2.1 A cognitive search model
Imagine that you have a family photo album at hand and want to find
a picture taken at your fifth birthday party. What would you do? Can
you give a detailed description of the picture (before you see it)? Can
you remember what clothing you wore? What color? What texture?
No. You most likely cannot. Maybe you would say "I (as a kid) should
be in the picture and a birthday cake should be beside me." Yes, you
are right. But you would still have difficulty specifying what you looked
like at 5 years old and what the birthday cake looked like. That is, it
is hard to give specific visual clues as a basis for a search.
In reality, you most likely just flip through the photo album and,
suddenly, find the one that you want because you see yourself and the
cake in the photo.
Let us divide this process into two steps. First, you begin to search
pictures for the child, yourself, without specific visual information.
However, you know that a child and a birthday cake should be in the
picture, and you have "common sense" notions about the child and
the event in your mind. For example, the child should be short, small,
look excited, etc., and the birthday cake should have candles. Second,
seeing a picture, you quickly judge whether it contains these "common
sense" features. If it does, you recognize the child and the cake and
have found the right picture. If not, you continue to another picture.
In the second step, it is important to notice that the judgement is not
really made by "matching computation"1 because the "common sense"
notions are too elusive to be used directly for "matching computation."
Rather, we think that the judgement is made based on whether you
succeed in visualizing the "common sense" in your mind with what you
see in the picture. Therefore, from the cognitive point of view, search
is a process of "common sense" visualization.
How human brains visualize "common sense" remains a complex mys-
tery. Yet, it is clear that the "common sense" visualization of one ob-
ject can be different from one time to another. That's why you can
recognize the same child from picture to picture despite changes in hair
style, complexion, and clothing. We gradually obtain "common sense"
about one thing (say the child) while seeing it many times under dif-
ferent circumstances. Thus, matching computation cannot capture the
variability of the visualizations for "common sense" given.
1 Matching computation of low level visual features is usually used as a technical basis of image
recognition.
2.2 Semantic content and visual content
"Image content" is not a well-defined term, although it has been used
in research. In the computer vision community, content-based retrieval
is simply synonymous with feature-based retrieval [4,16]. In systems
like IBM's QBIC [7], "content" is visual properties, such as shapes,
colors, textures, and spatial relationships. In this work, image content
is divided into semantic content and visual content. Their distinction
is discussed below.
Based on the analysis of the search-photo-album scenario, we divide
image content into semantic content and visual content. Semantic con-
tent is defined as "common sense" (knowledge) that we would have in
the first step, and visual content as the specific visual features (prop-
erties) that would be found in the second step. The semantic content
can be meanings, associations, and identifications, while visual con-
tent is strictly perceptual. The semantic content can sometimes have
a high level structure like context (for example, waving to each other
means greeting), but visual content cannot. Semantic content is ab-
stract and fuzzy, referring to concepts of objects and situations, while
visual content is concrete. Another distinction is that semantic content
is qualitative whereas the visual content is quantitative. For instance,
in the birthday party scenario, a cake with candles is thought of as a
birthday cake no matter whether the cake is a cylinder or a cube, and
no matter what size it is, where the birthday cake is semantic content
but its shape and size are visual content.
According to the cognitive search model, people begin to search us-
ing semantic content, and find the right picture by judging whether its
visual content is a proper visualization of the semantic content. From
this point of view, two issues are raised. First, it is necessary that an
image retrieval system concern itself with semantic content, as well as
visual content which is generally much less "meaningful." A disadvan-
tage of the systems that do not utilize semantic content is addressed
in Section 2.4. Second, how can the user represent semantic content?
How can the user query semantically? Section 2.3 discusses this issue
in particular.
2.3 Query-by-design
Enabling users to query efficiently is a central role of an interface for
content-based retrieval systems. It is important to provide services such
that users can give "semantically meaningful" queries in a natural way.
A query paradigm called "query-by-design" is proposed in this section.
Comparison to other paradigms will be discussed in section 2.4.
Query-by-design means that the user can give queries in a way similar
to design. Design is an approach to express semantics (concepts, feeling,
meaning, impression...) with visual features. When one designs, s/he
often draws a sketch first that looks like what s/he wants in the layout,
and then modifies the sketch carefully. The sketch serves as semantic
content because the sketch is not exactly the final result but represents
the designer's rough idea.
The query-by-design paradigm has an advantage in that the user is
not required to specify the visual content of images in the beginning
of the search. Yet, the user can refine the search by adding to, or
modifying, the visual content while keeping the semantic content.
From the technical point of view, it remains a hard job for comput-
ers to recognize semantic content from sketches [7]. In addition, it is
inefficient for users to draw a sketch as a query. A practical solution is
to provide a pictorial query language in which users can approximately
express the semantic content of images they are looking for. This is
one of the main reasons why iconic descriptions are utilized in Kuafu.
2.4 Related work and discussions
Clearly, managing and manipulating image data as images is not a
trivial problem. What we really need to do is to build efficient content-
based retrieval systems to help users search large databases of images in
a natural way. Research projects about content-based retrieval systems
have been going on in the past few years. The most comprehensive
research projects include IBM's QBIC [7], MIT Media Lab's Photobook
[4] and Media Streams [2, 36], ISS' SWIM [21], and UNM's CANDID
[9]. QBIC, Photobook, and Media Streams are discussed below.
QBIC (Query By Image Content) allows queries of large image databases
based on visual image content - properties such as color percentages,
color layout, and textures occurring in images. QBIC also supports re-
trievals based on a rough user sketch, which is used just as a means to
input visual properties but not semantic content as in query-by-design
[7]. The Photobook system is a general tool that can be tailored for
a number of applications to content-based retrieval. Photobook works
by comparing features (parameter values of particular models such as
color, texture, and shape) associated with images, not the images them-
selves [4]. Thus, image content utilized in QBIC and Photobook really
refers to visual content in the context of this thesis. One disadvantage
is that they have little ability to query the semantic content of images.
So a query using a red car on a green background will possibly match
a red bird on a similar green background [7].
In addition, QBIC and Photobook essentially adopt the query-by-
example paradigm. That is, the user provides image examples (or prop-
erties, features, etc.) as queries, and images that are similar to those
examples are retrieved. The query-by-example paradigm has three dis-
advantages. First, visual features in image examples are too concrete
to represent general semantic content. Second, image examples are
themselves just images and hard to compose into complex queries. For
instance, given two people's pictures (as examples) separately, the user
has difficulty expressing the people shaking hands.
Third, in reality, when a user wants to search for something, s/he
usually does not have an example at hand. In cases like the search-
photo-album scenario, the user is not even able to give specific visual
properties or features.
Media Streams uses a stream-based, semantic, memory-based rep-
resentation with an iconic visual language interface to annotate video
for content-based retrieval. Media Streams uses semantic content and
visual content and supports query-by-description as well as query-by-
example. Query-by-description is a general approach using some query
language, which may be SQL; a natural language, or a restricted subset
of one; or, as in Media Streams, an iconic visual language. Whereas,
query-by-design, from the cognitive point of view, tells how the user
ought to query about images. That is, query semantic content first and
then visual content.
In conclusion, we think that an efficient image retrieval system should
use both semantic content and visual content. Because people are gen-
erally better at dealing with semantic content rather than with visual
content, the query-by-design paradigm would be a good approach by
which the user can query in a natural way.
Chapter 3
Icons and an iconic language
The word "icon" derives from the Greek ikon, which implies a mode of
communication using primitive visual imagery that relies on the ability
of people to perceive natural form, such as shapes and motion [31]. An
interesting example of an iconic message is the interstellar greeting card
attached to the Pioneer 10 space probe, where there were no words, but
rather only the graphics of a man, a woman, and other visual symbols
(figure 1).
Figure 1: The Pioneer 10 spacecraft's interstellar greeting card.
For centuries, researchers have made efforts to create iconic languages
to facilitate global communication, e.g., C. Bliss [27] and 0. Neurath
[32]. More recent are S. Lee's 2D C-string, which allows for the natural
construction of iconic indexes for pictures [17, 43], M. Davis's Media
Streams system, which uses icons to annotate video content [2, 36],
and S.K. Chang's BookMan, which is an iconic interface to a virtual
library [15]. Of them, Media Streams is novel in that its icons have a
semantic status different from icons used in traditional graphical user
interfaces: the objects and processes denoted by Media Streams' icons
are not computational ones, but aspects of the video content which
they are designed to represent.
Similar to Media Streams, Kuafu uses icons to represent the content
(semantic and visual) of single, still images, and adopts the icons2and
many of icon structures used in Media Streams. This chapter addresses
the advantages, meanings, and organization of icons, and points out a
practical difference between Kuafu and Media Streams in section 3.5.
3.1 Why icons?
The advantage of icons lies in that they are visual and imply more
information than keywords of the same meaning. For instance, seeing
a house icon, the user can understand what it refers to and, in the
meanwhile, can become aware of common visual features about houses.
Visual features are usually hard to describe in a natural language but, as
visual clues, help the user greatly to think graphically and understand
what s/he is thinking about. That is why iconic signs (i.e., road signs
and business signs) are commonly used in our daily life.
Kuafu uses an iconic representation because iconic representation
is suitable for representing the semantic content and visual content
of images, both of which ought to be explored in an efficient image
retrieval system, as discussed in chapter 2. Using iconic representation
is also an ideal approach for avoiding the language barrier that global
internet users are faced with.
Further, as addressed in section 3.2, the icons in Kuafu are organized
in semantic hierarchies so that inheritance relationships between icons
2 Most of the icons used in Media Streams [2] and Kuafu were created by Golan Levin. Alan
Ruttenberg made great contribution to converting the icons in ResourceEdit format on Macintoshes
to GIF format. I created a small number of icons for Kuafu.
are implied. This is especially useful for search. Section 4.4.2 gives an
example of this, and the server is capable of utilizing such inheritance
relationships to retrieve images responding to users' queries.
3.2 Organization of icons
Kuafu's icon catalog includes human beings, objects, spatial relation-
ships, sports objects, text characters, time, locations, weather, and
colors. The catalog occupies a special space in the icon database and
may change from application to application (see section 4.3). Figure 2
shows the current catalog, which includes 11 categories.
Figure 2: The current icon catalog in Kuafu includes 11 categories.
An icon category is called an icon family, which is organized in a
hierarchical structure and displayed as an icon cascade. In an icon
hierarchy, any two icons from different rows are semantically compatible
but any two from one row are not. Some of the icons are shadowed,
meaning that there are subfamilies of icons under them. Click on the
shadowed icons, and the icons of their subfamilies will show up.
For example, figure 3 shows the family of time icons. Vertically,
the family has year icons, season icons, and day/night icons and, hor-
izontally, each row has icons of specific years, seasons, or times. Any
two icons from different rows, say the day icon and the spring icon,
are semantically compatible but any two from one row, say the spring
icon and the winter icon, are not compatible. The day icon and the
night icon have shadows because there are subfamilies of icons of more
specific times under them.
UE
Figure 3: The family of time icons (not all the icons are displayed). The family has
year icons, season icons, and day/night icons in three rows. Any two icons from
different rows, say the day icon and the spring icon, are semantically compatible
but any two from one row, say the spring icon and the winter icon, are not. The
day icon and the night icon are shadowed. Click on them, and the icons of more
specific times will show up.
3.3 Meaning of single icons
Individual icons in icon hierarchies are called single icons. The mean-
ing of a single icon is twofold. First, it represents whatever looks like
it (same or similar). That is, we use it directly according to its visual
content. Second, an icon abstractly represents a class of objects, rela-
tionships, properties, and so on and so forth, with the objects' semantic
contents as bases. That is, we need to recognize what an object is and
then use it to represent whatever is associated to it. At this level, we
don't care much about how different an icon looks from a real object.
For instance, a building icon in figure 4(a) can be chosen to represent
a building with a dome in figure 4(b), although they look quite different.
Note that the building icon represents houses and buildings that may
look different, and have different visual contents. We can certainly
create a category of building icons to represent a variety of buildings in
detail so that the difference in appearance between the icons and the
real buildings will be decreased. Media Streams actually does in this
way. But keep in mind that it is impossible and unnecessary to create
an icon for every building in the world.
(a) (b)
Figure 4: Meaning of a single icon. An icon semantically represents a class of
objects that may look different from one another. Thus, the icon in (a) can be used
to semantically represent the building in (b).
3.4 Compound icons
The single icons in Kuafu can be combined to generate compound icons
according to the users' needs. Compound icons are important because
they can represent diverse and rich semantic content that users desire.
Another advantage is that the number of compound icons that can
possibly be made from a small set of single icons is far larger than the
total number of the single icons.
Kuafu has two types of compound icons 3, as in figure 5(a) and (b),
respectively. The compound icons of the second type, in figure 5(b),
have a syntax similar to that of natural languages.
Kuafu contains nested compound icons4as well. The nested com-
pound icons have more complicated meanings than do the compound
icons. Figure 6 shows an example of a nested compound icon with the
meaning that a basketball in a basket is in the upper-middle position
3 In Media Streams, compound icons and glommed icons are strictly distinguished, correspond-
ing to figure 5(a) and (b), where the elements of a compound icon are all from the same hierarchy
and the elements of a glommed icon are from different hierarchies[2].
(a)
Dytimue in spring
Cloudy and windy
(b)
Subject - Action:
a mn bows
Subject - Action - Object:
a mn shales hands with a woma
Subject - Relative Position:
a basketball is in a bas let
Subject - Absolute Position:
a basletball is in the upper-right OMMer
*EDY..
Figure 5: Examples of compound icons
Figure 6: A nested compound icon, meaning that a basketball in a basket is in the
upper-middle position of an image.
of an image.
How to generate compound icons and nested compound icons will be
discribed in chapter 4.
4 Media Streams does not have nested compound icons.
3.5 Changeable icon catalog
A difference worth noting is that Kuafu's icon catalog is changeable and
can include categories of objects for domains of special interest. Media
Streams also has many subcategories under the object category. How-
ever, a special interest subcategory in Media Streams could be brought
up to the top level catalog in Kuafu. The reason this is an advantage
is practical rather than theoretical. There are so many kinds of objects
in the world that their hierarchy is quite deep, and finding icons in a
deep subcategory will be time-consuming. Therefore, placing a special
interest subcategory in the top level catalog will bring convenience.
Experimentally, Kuafu is running on a database of the American
Press photos, most of which are sports news photos. Thus, Kuafu's
current catalog particularly includes the icon category of sports objects.
See figure 2.
Chapter 4
Implementation of Kuafu
This chapter describes the components and implementation of the Kuafu
system'. Section 4.1 gives an overview of its architecture and section
4.2 depicts its user interface. The database management is described
in section 4.3, and the algorithms for the annotation and search of the
server are provided in section 4.4.
4.1 The architecture
The Kuafu system consists of a Web-based interface, an annotation and
search server, and a database management system, as shown in figure 7.
Through the interface, a user can annotate his/her own images online
and/or search for interesting images that other users have already an-
notated. There are four supporting databases containing icons (K-icons
and V-icons, see section 4.3), URLs, and indexed images, respectively.
Note that Kuafu does not store annotated images but rather their in-
dices and URLs.
While the interface is written in Java, the server and the database
management system are written in a combination of FramerD and Java.
FramerD is a persistent framework supporting cross-platform knowl-
edge representation and database functionality [1]. The reason to use
FramerD lies in its efficiency and scalability.
5The old name of the system is Iconish.
annotate
interface : :' internet server
search
K-icons V-icons URLs Images
Figure 7: The architecture of Kuafu: Kuafu consists of a Web-based interface, an
annotation and search server, and a database management system.
4.2 The interface
The interface has two working modes, the annotation mode and the
search mode, as appears in figure 8 and figure 9, respectively. The user
is able to annotate images in the annotation mode and search in the
search mode. In either mode, the interface is composed of the icon
space, icon pool, icon palette, icon board, prompt area, and display
area.
In the icon space, an icon catalog and open icon hierarchies are
shown. The user can browse all single icons organized in a hierarchical
structure, and select any of them. In the icon pool, compound icons
the user has created are saved so that they can be used for queries,
annotations, and composing nested compound icons. The compound
icons in the pool are also organized in a hierarchical structure accord-
ing to their first icons and displayed vertically. The icon palette is a
place where compound icons are composed, and the icon board tem-
porarily displays icons (single and/or compound icons) for queries or
annotations. Figure 10 shows icon flows to the icon board from the
Figure 8: Kuafu's interface in the annotation mode. The interface is composed of an
icon space where a main icon catalog and an open icon hierarchy are shown, an icon
palette where single icons are combined to generate compound icons, a compound
icon pool where compound icons are saved, an icon board where icons are given as
annotation, a prompt area where commands and prompts are shown, and a display
area where an image being annotated is shown. Note: the compound icons saved
in the icon pool are also organized in a hierarchical structure.
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Figure 9: Kuafu's interface in the search mode. The interface basically looks similar
to that in the annotation mode. The differences are 1) the icons in the icon board
serve as queries; 2) search results are shown in the display area; 3) there is no image
URL text field in the prompt area.
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icon space, from the icon pool, and from the icon palette.
The display area shows images to annotate in the annotation mode
or search results in the search mode. The prompt area shows command
buttons and prompts to inform the user of what s/he is doing. There
is a small, round mode switch (red/blue) at the right of the prompt
area and a saving switch at the left. The mode switch changes Kuafu's
working mode from annotation to search, or vice versa, and the saving
switch indicates whether compound icons are being saved in the icon
pool.
Chapter 5 will describe in detail how to use the functions in the
interface for iconic annotation and search.
Icon space Icon pool
icon palette
Icon board
Figure 10: The icon flows to the icon board from the icon space, from the icon pool,
and from the icon palette. See figure 11 and figure 12 as well.
4.3 The databases
Kuafu has a K-icon database, a V-icon database, a URL database, and
an indexed image database.
The K-icon database stores all single icons that can be browsed in
the icon space of the interface. The icons in this database are named
K-icons (Knowledge-icons) because they are organized in a hierarchi-
cal, semantic structure that implies knowledge of them. In the K-icon
database, the addresses from 0 to 127 are reserved for the icon catalog,
one address per category. Kuafu's catalog can include 128 categories at
most and, to add a category, it just needs to be placed between address
0 and 127.
The K-icon database is built in advance and will be downloaded to
the interface (client) side when the user accesses the Kuafu site.
The V-icon (virtual-icon) database stores all icons used as image an-
notations. In contrast to the K-icon database, the V-icon database is
dynamically formed while users annotate their images. Some of the
icons in this database are single icons and others are compound icons.
"Virtual" refers to the fact that the compound icons are created by
users so they cannot be included in the K-icon database. When the
user creates a compound icon and uses it to annotate an image, this
compound icon will be stored in the V-icon database, if it is new. Thus,
the V-icon database may grow as the number of annotated images in-
creases.
The URL database serves as a hash table in order to give a unique
URL object to every URL address. The URL objects are used as the
internal representation of the URL address, and as references in the
indexed image database. The advantage of using the URL database is
a saving of disk space and an increased efficiency.
The indexed image database is the major working database with
which the engine searches for desired images. Importantly, it is not
necessary to store images locally, but only their indices, since the images
are indexed by icons.
The V-icon database, URL database, and indexed image database
all stay on the server side. They are not downloaded to the interface
side in order to save time.
It is clear that the database management system has to be able to
deal with very large databases because the World Wide Web is grow-
ing rapidly (although annotated images will not be stored locally).
FramerD is an ideal database management system in that it provides a
basic indexing mechanism to achieve high efficiency and scalability [1].
4.4 The server
As the core of the Kuafu system, the server communicates with the
interface and implements all the functions in response to the user's
queries. Its basic capability is to find appropriate icons and indexed
images with help from the database management system.
One critical issue is that the server works on indexed objects. The
databases do not really store icons, URLs, and images, but indexed
icon objects, indexed URL objects, and indexed image objects. Here,
"object" is a term in the context of FramerD [1].
Annotation and search are two major functions that the server pro-
vides. The following two subsections describe the algorithms of how
the server operates on indices of the V-icon database, URL database,
and indexed image database.
4.4.1 The annotation algorithm
To annotate an image, the user needs to fetch the image by giving its
URL, and then generate an annotation by selecting appropriate single
icons from the icon space, selecting compound icons from the icon pool,
and/or creating new compound icons in the icon palette.
From the internal point of view, the server needs to: 1) index the
URL in the URL database and generate a unique URL object; 2) in-
dex the iconic annotation in the V-icon database and get icon objects
(and meanwhile add the icons in the V-icon database if they are new);
3) index the image with the URL object and the icon objects in the
indexed image database.
While being indexed in the V-icon database, the iconic annotation
is decomposed and components of compound icons are extracted. The
image is indexed by icon objects of the components as well.
4.4.2 The search algorithm
While searching, the server first indexes an iconic query given by the
user to obtain its indexed icon objects, then retrieves indexed images
in the indexed image database using the icon objects as a basis, and
finally refers to corresponding URL objects in the URL database.
It is important that another algorithm is evoked in the above process.
This algorithm infers a relationship between the icons given in the query
and the others in the K-icon database. Additional icon objects will be
used for search if inheritance relationships between them and the icons
in the query are found. This algorithm makes it possible that more
semantically related images can be retrieved. For instance, if a user
searches for images related to "USA" in a keyword-based system, he
will only get URLs where textual annotations of images contain the
word "USA." Yet, in Kuafu, search with a geographical icon of the
USA will bring up URLs of images annotated by a geographical icon
of Massachusetts. This result is helpful because Massachusetts is one
state of the USA. In fact, this kind of knowledge is implied in the icon
hierarchical structure in the K-icon database.
Chapter 5
Iconic annotation and queries in Kuafu
Kuafu is a tool to annotate and search for images on the Web, using
semantic content as a basis. Both annotation and queries are iconic
descriptions (without any text strings although there are text character
icons provided). Kuafu adopts the query-by-design paradigm. Users
thus can combine icons to express relatively complex semantic content
in a way similar to design.
The appearance of Kuafu's interface is displayed in figure 8 and figure
9, in the annotation mode and search mode, respectively. This chapter
describes how to generate iconic annotation of images and how to give
iconic queries for search through the interface.
5.1 Working modes
Kuafu works in the annotation mode for annotation and in the search
mode for search, as shown in figure 8 and figure 9, respectively. In order
for users to tell easily what they are doing, there is a mode prompt
and distinctive command buttons for each mode. The mode switch is
the small, round button (blue/red) at the right of the prompt area.
Before annotating or searching, users need to make sure that Kuafu is
in the working mode they want, and to click on the switch to change if
necessary.
5.2 Selection of single icons
To select a single icon, the user needs to open a proper icon hierarchy:
to look through the icon hierarchy, go to a deeper level of the hierarchy
if necessary, find a desired icon, and click on it. The icon chosen will go
to the icon board or the icon palette if the user is making a compound
icon. See figure 11.
5.3 Generation of compound icons
As has been addressed in section 3.4, compound icons are composed of
single icons or other compound icons that are already generated. The
syntax of the compound icons is discussed in section 3.4. To generate a
compound icon, the user needs to 1) activate the icon palette by click-
ing anywhere in it; 2) pick icons from the icon space and/or from the
icon pool; 3) click the palette to make it inactive and end the process.
As a result, the compound icon just made will go to the icon board,
and to the icon pool if it is new and the saving switch is on (blue). The
compound icons saved in the icon pool are also organized in a hierar-
chical structure. Once saved, the compound icons will automatically
be added to the corresponding hierarchy in the icon pool.
5.4 Generation of queries
To generate a query, the user needs to pick single icons from the icon
hierarchies, generate new compound icons in the icon palette and/or
select saved compound icons from the icon pool, and drag them to the
icon board. The results, which are a list of URLs of images found by
search, will be displayed in the display area. Click on the URLs, and
the entire images will be downloaded and seen.
While the search command leads to a search of the whole indexed
image database, the refine command leads to a search based on previous
search results. Thus, the user can add new icons to the query to refine
the search results.
Figure 11: Pick a single icon in an open icon hierarchy by clicking on it. The
icon will show up in the icon board, or in the icon palette if the user is making a
compound icon. In this figure, the man icon in the human icon hierarchy has been
clicked on and thus shows in the icon board as a result. See figure 10.
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Figure 12: Generation of compound icons takes place in the icon palette. First, click
anywhere in the palette to activate it; second, select icons (a man icon, a woman
icon, and a shaking-hands icon) from the open hierarchy for the palette; third, click
the palette again to end the process. Once a compound icon has been generated, it
appears in the icon board, and in the icon pool if it is new.
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Figure 13: Search with icons given in the icon board. The icon picked as a query
is a general sports object icon so all pictures with sports objects are retrieved. The
search results are displayed in the display area. Notice that in the query-by-design
paradigm, users first give generic queries and then detailed queries. In this example,
the user can then query for a specific sports object, say a basketball, and afterwards
query for relative details about the object, say the position of the basketball.
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Figure 14: Annotation of the image in the display area. The picture shown in the
display area is a sports news picture from the American Press photo database. Its
URL is given in the image URL text field. Four compound icons are given in the
icon board as its annotation. Note: the compound icons saved in the icon pool are
also organized in a hierarchical structure according to their first icons.
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5.5 Generation of Annotation
To annotate an image, the user needs to type in its URL in the image
URL text field. The corresponding image will show up in the display
area. Upon seeing the image, the user needs to pick single icons in
the icon space, generate compound icons in the icon palette, and/or
select compound icons in the icon pool for the icon board to represent
the content of the image. Click on the ANNOTATE button to submit
the annotation. Then, the information of whether the submission has
succeeded will be displayed.
Chapter 6
Experimental running: American Press Photos
We have a continuous feed of American Press (AP) photos coming into
the Media Lab for the News in the Future (NiF) consortium (about
1000 per day). Kuafu is not yet open to the public on the Web but is
experimentally running on a database of the American Press photos.
It was also demostrated at the NiF sponsors meeting in May, 1997.
What we have learned from the experimental running is that the
photos are so diverse that we need to have more icons to annotate
them. From this, we can know what kind of highly specific icons are
necessary for annotating news photos. Currently, most photos in the
database are sports news photos.
The following is one example of annotation of the photos in the
database and one example of search.
Figure 15: Example 1: annotate a picture of a baseball game. The picture from
the American Press photo database is shown in the display area and its URL in the
image URL text field. Its annotation includes the actions of the player, the position
of the ball, and the name of the team.
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Figure 16: Example 2(a): search for pictures of men's basketball games. Three
results are found and displayed in the display area. Click on the second highlighted
URL and see the entire picture, as in figure 17.
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Figure 17: Example 2(b): search for pictures of men's basketball games. This is
the entire picture corresponding to the second URL in the result list in figure 16.
To go back to see the search results, click on the picture.
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Chapter 7
Evaluation
7.1 Advantages and disadvantages
Iconic descriptions have advantages over textual ones in that they are
visual and able to represent the semantic and visual content of images at
the same time. It is a natural way to describe the visual image content
of images with visual iconic primitives. It is especially important that
such an iconic language can support the query-by-design paradigm very
well.
Another advantage is Kuafu's scalability. Image retrieval based on
visual feature matching is usually so time-consuming that scalability
is a bottleneck with the retrieval systems of that kind whereas, using
icons, Kuafu theoretically avoids the heavy load of the matching com-
putation of visual features. In practice, FramerD, which Kuafu utilizes
to manage the databases, provides an efficient indexing mechanism and
is good at scalability. Importantly, this advantage makes it possible for
Kuafu to deal with a growing number of images on the Web.
Nevertheless, there are two disadvantages. First, Kuafu doesn't have
the ability to automatically extract "meaningful" image content from
image data. Manually annotating images in a vast image database will
be a tedious job. Second, Kuafu has no ability to annotate and search
for low level visual features so, if that is what you are interested in, the
results of search will be semantically, but not visually, specific.
Chapter 8
Other applications and future work
8.1 Other applications
The techniques developed for Kuafu can be applied to other fields. One
possibility is to associate icons with keywords from multiple languages
to help users like the French boy in the scenario in chapter 1.
In Kuafu, the semantic hierarchies enable general annotations for spe-
cific things. However, users may have difficulty finding specific things
with general queries. As Professor Ron MacNeil pointed out reading
the proposal, it would be good to archive images of a specific domain or
to run the system on an intranet. In such a case, the icon catalog can
be restricted to a specific domain and the icons can be more detailed
so that the system will perform better.
8.2 Future work
Because automatic or semi-automatic annotation could save time in
annotating a large number of images, and search based on low level
visual features could refine search results, we hope that we can incor-
porate the techniques of automatic annotation, and search based on
the low level visual features in images, in Kuafu in the near future.
In addition, Media Streams allows for search based on the annotation
of images that are found by previous search. Kuafu will implement a
similar capability in a later version.
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